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Abstract: Employee turnover, also known as labor turnover or employee attrition, refers to the flow of employees entering and leaving an
organization within a specific time. It is an indicator used to measure the number of employees who leave a company and are replaced by new
hires. This project aims to create and implement an artificial intelligence (AI) model using the Python programming language and the
TensorFlow library. The focus is developing a dashboard to facilitate the model training process and enable predictions related to
employee turnover in the business context. The goal is to enhance predictive capabilities and provide valuable strategic and human
resources talent management and decision-making insights. By harnessing the power of AI, the project aims to identify patterns and
factors that influence employee turnover. This, in turn, will enable the implementation of preventive measures and corrective actions to
reduce turnover rates and maintain workforce stability in the company.
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1. Introduction

In any company, employee turnover is a crucial indicator of the
organization. It determines the difference between the number of
employees who leave and rejoin in relation to the total number of
employees within an organization. This indicator is a crucial
variable as it incurs significant costs and losses for the company,
resulting in decreased productivity due to constant personnel
turnover. New employees require initial training to perform their
assigned tasks, slowing the learning curve and significantly
impacting the company’s productivity (Appelbaum & Batt, 1994;
Navarrete et al., 2024).

Employee turnover can be voluntary or involuntary.
Voluntary turnover occurs when employees leave the company
for various reasons, such as better job opportunities, job
dissatisfaction, lack of professional development, conflicts with
the organizational culture, and other personal motives (Mia
et al., 2023). On the other hand, involuntary turnover happens
when the company ends the employment relationship with an
employee due to poor performance, restructuring, or layoffs
due to economic reasons.

Employee turnover can have significant implications for a
company. A high turnover rate can result in additional costs, such
as recruitment and selection expenses for new employees, training

costs, and decreased employee productivity and morale (Hidayat
& Masdupi, 2023). Furthermore, constant turnover can impact
business continuity and the quality of work performed. The
present research study was conducted with the objective of
analyzing and developing a predictive tool that enables the
determination of indicators for turnover causes within a specific
time for companies located in the city of Tijuana, Mexico. This
tool aims to analyze and identify turnover indicators over a
designated time frame.

Companies often monitor and analyze employee turnover rates
to identify underlying causes and take measures to retain key
employees. This may involve improving working conditions,
offering growth and professional development opportunities,
strengthening the organizational culture, and providing a proper
work-life balance, among other strategies.

One of the problems that impacts not only this company but also
companies in general is employee turnover, which opens up a
research gap where innovative approaches are sought to address
this issue (Ahmad et al., 2021; Yahia et al., 2021).

Creating an artificial intelligence (AI) model could prove
valuable as it can help identify dates with a high risk of employee
attrition in the near future (Davenport, 2018; Yadav et al., 2018).
This knowledge could give the company a competitive advantage
by enabling them to retain their most valuable and talented
employees (Hadijah, 2023; Lawler, 2010). Additionally, it could
facilitate better long-term hiring planning, allowing for more
informed and strategic decision-making.
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According to Pedro Montejo Peterson, the President of Index
Zona Costa BC, industrial parks in Baja, California reportedly
began the year with a turnover rate of up to 120% in their
workforce. He further elaborated that the industrial sector
throughout the state started the year with over 30,000 job
vacancies, with Tijuana having the highest demand for
employment opportunities to date. Montejo Peterson stated,
“There are industrial parks with very high turnover rates,
averaging 84% annually at a general level. However, some
industrial parks exceed 100%, and some even reach 120%”

(Castañeda, 2023). A predictive tool is developed and
implemented based on qualitative data processing and analysis.
The master data collected from employee exit surveys covering
2019, 2020, 2021, and 2022 apply to companies.

Therefore, we will discuss the problem statement, where
important unemployment indicators are demonstrated. We will
then present our methodology, implementing ordinary least
squares regression (OLS) and neural networks. Finally, we will
explain the obtained results.

2. Problem Statement

Employee turnover is a widely studied phenomenon that affects
organizations in various ways. However, in the specific context of
the company located in the city of Tijuana, a Mexican city
experiencing constant economic growth and with a significant
industrial presence, it is crucial to understand how this
phenomenon impacts local businesses. The high employee
turnover rate in Tijuana can have significant implications in terms
of costs, work quality, and job stability. Therefore, it is essential
to investigate and comprehend employee turnover’s impact on
Tijuana companies (INEGI, 2023).

Figure 1 shows the unemployment rate as a seasonally adjusted
series and trend cycle. The unemployment rate refers to the
percentage of working-age individuals who are unemployed and
actively seeking employment to the economically active
population. This measure is used to analyze unemployment in a
specific economy or region. The seasonally adjusted series refers
to removing seasonal effects that can influence the unemployment
rate, such as expected variations in employment due to climatic or
seasonal factors. A more accurate and comparable measure of the
unemployment rate over time is obtained by removing these
variations. The trend cycle refers to the long-term fluctuations in
the unemployment rate that are not due to seasonal factors. This
time series component shows the general direction of the

unemployment rate over several periods and can reveal economic
growth or contraction patterns.

The economically active population (PEA) refers to the group
of individuals who are of working age and are available and willing
to participate in economic activities, including paid employment or
self-employment. This population includes employed individuals
and those unemployed but actively seeking employment (Mayorga
& Isabel, 2023). The PEA encompasses not only individuals
currently employed but also those who are unemployed, actively
seeking work, and available to start working. These individuals
are considered economically active as they participate in the labor
market and are part of the workforce of a country or region
(INEGI, 2023).

The PEA is an essential indicator for analyzing the labor
dynamics of an economy and assessing its ability to generate
employment. It is also used to calculate the unemployment rate
and other indicators related to the labor market. There are
60,089,308 economically active people in Mexico in this
registered year (INEGI, 2023); Figure 2 shows how the
economically active population increased.

Figure 3 shows that “unemployment rates” refer to the
proportion of the employed population working fewer hours than
they would like or are willing to work more. These rates indicate
the extent of underemployment in an economic (INEGI, 2023).

There are two main types of unemployment:
Figure 1

Unemployment rate

Figure 2
Economically active population

Figure 3
Underemployment rate. Seasonally adjusted series
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Underemployment due to insufficient hours occurs when
workers have a job but desire to work more than they currently
have. It can result from limited full-time job opportunities or an
involuntary reduction of working hours.

Overemployment refers to workers who have a full-time job but
work more hours than they desire or are willing to work. Economic
necessity, work-related pressures, or a lack of alternative
employment options may drive it. Unemployment rates are
essential indicators for understanding the quality of jobs and the
extent of labor underutilization in an economy. They help identify
needs and challenges related to the labor market, such as
insufficient decent employment opportunities or exploiting
workers. The unemployment rate, economically active population,
and underemployment are related yet distinct concepts that can
provide relevant information about employee turnover in Tijuana.
These indicators can help understand the labor conditions and
factors that may influence worker mobility in the labor market of
Tijuana.

Two important lines of research are analysis of factors
influencing employee turnover and trends related to employee
turnover.

Analysis of Factors Influencing Employee Turnover:
Employee turnover results from internal and external factors that
affect an individual’s behavior and attitudes. External factors
range from job opportunities to personal economic aspects, while
internal factors include growth opportunities and company salary
policies (Kowssarie & Mansour, 2023). Organizational employee
turnover is estimated to have an economic impact of 1.1 trillion
pesos annually. The decline in productivity, along with the costs
of recruitment and training when an employee leaves the
company, results in significant losses in operations and finances.
According to a survey by Indeed, 42% of workers in Mexico
believe that the ideal time to stay in a company is less than 5
years (Forster & Kahan, 2023). Suppose employees do not
experience what is promoted within the organization. In that
case, the company may experience a sharp decline in job
vacancies, requests from qualified candidates, and employee
retention, as explained by Madalina Secareanu, Senior Manager
of Corporate Communications for Indeed in Latin America
(Forster & Kahan, 2023). The delay in implementing employee
retention strategies is often due to the inability to recognize
signals indicating dissatisfaction among the workforces. These
symptoms often suggest that a worker is considering leaving the
company. Providing a safe and healthy work environment,
offering professional development opportunities, establishing a
positive organizational culture, providing fair compensation and
benefits, promoting work-life balance, and fostering employee
engagement and involvement are some strategies that every
company can use to enhance employee job satisfaction
(Ballesteros et al., 2023). Hence, our AI model is employed to
address the question of interest for the Human Resources
personnel: “During which period does employee turnover have
the greatest impact?”. This question serves as the foundation for
our investigation, guiding our analysis and helping us understand
the critical factors influencing employee turnover within the
specified time frames. By addressing this question, we aim to
provide valuable insights into the patterns and trends of
employee turnover, enabling organizations to make informed
decisions and implement effective strategies to manage and
reduce turnover rates effectively.

3. Methodology

The data provided serve as a guiding compass for our model,
enabling us to discern its trajectory. By analyzing these data, we
can define relevant categories or classes to which the observed data
points belong. It is crucial to note that our model is based on
regression analysis, necessitating quantifiable data utilization. These
quantifiable attributes empower us to extract meaningful insights
and make informed predictions based on statistical patterns and
trends. This approach ensures a robust and data-driven foundation
for our analysis, enhancing the accuracy and reliability of our
model’s predictions. As we delve deeper into the data, we uncover
valuable information that enables us to understand the underlying
dynamics and relationships within the dataset comprehensively.

Data Collection: The first step was acquiring data to feed the AI
model. Data were collected through surveys administered to former
employees who left the company. These surveys consisted of a letter
that formalized the termination of their employment, from which the
date and the employee’s signature were collected. Additionally, an
exit interview form was attached, capturing the employee’s ID
number, name, and a table to mark the reason for their departure,
which included options such as relocating to another city,
termination due to absenteeism, unjustified or poor performance,
transportation issues, dissatisfaction with the job, pursuing further
studies, finding another job with better salary, experiencing a
family member’s death, caring for children, changes in working
hours, problems with immediate supervisors, health-related issues,
termination due to low production or disciplinary reasons, starting
a personal business, changing residence, pension, and lack of
opportunities, among others.

Themodel adopted for this study is a linear regression, as it aims
to predict the number of individuals leaving the company.
Furthermore, the collected data can allow us to identify categories
or classes to which the observed variables belong. In this case, the
time-related variables are the ones under observation.

Extensive research was conducted on different libraries to
develop the AI model. Firstly, TensorFlow was utilized (Pau
et al., 2023), which provides a wide range of tools for creating AI
models (Pattanayak, 2023). Alongside TensorFlow, the Keras
internal library was employed to facilitate the construction of
neural networks.

The Pandas library was also helpful for data reading and
manipulation (Hodeghatta & Nayak, 2023). Specifically, it was
employed to read CSV files that contain the data used to feed the
AI model. The Matplotlib library was utilized for data visualization
by creating graphs. It also provides tools for manipulating data
structures such as vectors, matrices, and lists. To divide the data
into training and testing sets, the Sklearn library was used, which is
a versatile self-learning tool. Given the project’s requirement for
handling large amounts of data, the Numpy library was employed.
This library is handy for efficiently managing numerical data and
offers data structures like vectors and matrices suitable for storing
and processing large volumes of information.

The support vector machines (SVMs) algorithm was initially
used, which can only find hyperplanes in problems that allow
linear separation. However, due to the nature of our dataset,
finding linearly separable hyperplanes was not feasible. The
rotation patterns exhibited a sigmoidal behavior with significant
spikes in certain months, making it challenging to achieve the
linearity the algorithm seeks.
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To address the non-linearity of the data, the logistic regression
algorithm was employed to measure the relationship between
dependent variables, such as the number of rotations and the time
in months. However, it encountered issues during model training
and produced unreliable results, stagnating at specific points.

Ultimately, the OLS algorithm was the best fit for the data. OLS
estimates coefficients for linear regression equations that describe the
relationship between one or more quantitative independent variables
and a dependent variable. This regression method minimizes the sum
of squared errors, making it well-suited for this study.

OLS outperformed the other algorithms, displaying better behavior
with the data. Unlike SVMs, it provided consistent predictions without
stagnation issues, which overly maximized the margin in the presence
of few data points, resulting in unrealistic rotation predictions. The
OLS algorithm yielded more reliable predictions, ensuring better
accuracy, and avoiding exponential fluctuations between months.

It is essential to highlight that various algorithms were employed to
adjust the model. One of them was logistic regression, which was used
due to the non-linear behavior of the data (Sonderegger, 2023).
Specifically, the aim was to measure the relationship between the
dependent variable, such as the turnover rate, and the time in months.
Given a sample of input data X = (X1, X2, : : : , Xn) and its
corresponding binary dependent variable Y (0 or 1), the logistic
regression model seeks to find the coefficients β = (β0, β1, β2, : : : ,
βn) that maximize the likelihood function.

The likelihood function is defined as:

LðβÞ ¼ Π½PðY ¼ 1jX;βÞ^Y � ð1� PðY ¼ 1jX;βÞÞ^ð1� YÞ� (1)

P(Y = 1|X; β) is the conditional probability of Y being equal
to 1 given X and the coefficients β.

The likelihood function is maximized using optimization techniques,
such as the gradient descent algorithm, to find the optimal values of the
coefficients β. Once the coefficients are obtained, the logistic regression
model can be used to predict the probability that a new sample X
belongs to the positive class (Y= 1) using the following formula:

PðY ¼ 1jXÞ ¼ 1=ð1þ expð�β0 � β1X1 � β2X2 � . . .� βn � XnÞÞ (2)

where exp is the exponential function. This formula represents the
logistic curve, which maps the input variables X to the probability of
belonging to the positive class. However, during the training of the
model, it was observed that it did not converge to a satisfactory result.

Another tested algorithm is the SVM algorithm, a supervised
machine learning method used for classification and regression. Its
objective is to find a hyperplane in a feature space that optimally
separates the data of different classes (Kurani et al., 2023). The
optimization of SVM involves finding the optimal values of w and b.

f xð Þ ¼ w � x þ b (3)

represents the equation of the hyperplane in SVM, where x is a vector
of input features. The variable b is the bias term that affects the position
of the hyperplane in space, w and b are parameters that need to be
optimally adjusted during the SVM training process to achieve
effective separation between classes.

The OLS algorithm was chosen as the most suitable by testing
various algorithms and aiming for simplicity.

The OLS algorithm is a method used to find the best fitting line
that minimizes the sum of squared differences between observed
values and predicted values. It is primarily used in regression
problems, where the goal is to establish a relationship between a
dependent variable and one or more independent variables.

The algorithm works as follows:
Training data are collected, consisting of pairs of values (X, y),

where X represents the independent variables and y represents the
dependent variable.

A linear regression model is established, a mathematical
function that estimates the value of y based on the values of X.
The model has the form:

y ¼ β0 þ β1X1 þ β2X2 þ . . .þ βnXn; (4)

where β0, β1, β2, : : : , βn are the coefficients that need to be
determined. The OLS algorithm is used to find the optimal values
of the coefficients β0, β1, β2, : : : , βn that minimize the sum of
squared differences between observed values and predicted values.
This is achieved through mathematical calculations involving
differentiation and solving a system of linear equations. Once the
optimal coefficients are obtained, the linear regression model
predicts new data. The values of the independent variables are
inserted into the model, and the predicted value for the dependent
variable is calculated.

To implement the model, the following is carried out:
Gather historical data on staff turnover and predictor variables

such as work experience, salary, and job satisfaction. Clean the data
by removing outliers or missing values, and transform variables if
needed (e.g., encode categorical variables as dummy variables).

Split the data into training and testing sets and divide the data
into two sets, one for training the model (training set) and another for
evaluating its performance (testing set).

Use the training set to fit the OLS model. This involves
estimating coefficients for each predictor variable, minimizing the
sum of squared differences between observed values and predicted
values.

Use the testing set to assess the performance of the fitted model.
Calculate evaluation metrics such as mean squared error or R-
squared to determine how well the model fits the testing data
(Borzì et al., 2023).

Utilize the fitted model to make predictions of staff turnover on
new data. Apply the predictor variables to the model and obtain
corresponding predictions (Margarat et al., 2023).

Analyze the estimated coefficients of themodel to determine the
relative influence of each predictor variable on staff turnover.
Communicate the results clearly and coherently, presenting
conclusions and potential implications based on the OLS model.

4. Results

In Figure 4, the system dashboard is presented, where the
relationship of the total number of employees is displayed using a
pie chart. This representation reveals a total of 308 employees,
with an average of 3 rotations out of a total of 338 rotations.
Additionally, a list of hired employees is provided alongside these
charts.

Figure 5 shows the application of the OLS, showing a particular
trend. Although it is a basic algorithm, it stands out for its ease of
implementation and adaptability to the specific problem of the project.

To assign the columns of our data source, we first excluded the
categorical variables (representing the reasons for employee
turnover) as they are not involved in the current model
development. Consequently, we retained only quantifiable
variables, such as time in months. The input data will consist of
the months we want to predict the number of rotations stored in
the variable X. The dependent variable, denoted as y, holds the
number of rotations that occurred each month. Given that this
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dependent variable is time dependent, we selected these two
variables for model training as they are essential in capturing the
temporal relationship and predicting rotation patterns accurately.
Employee turnover can be voluntary or involuntary. Voluntary
turnover occurs when employees leave the company for various
reasons, such as better job opportunities, job dissatisfaction, lack
of professional development, conflicts with the organizational
culture, and other personal motives. On the other hand,
involuntary turnover happens when the company ends the
employment relationship with an employee due to poor
performance, restructuring, or layoffs due to economic reasons.

Up to this point, several predictions were generated by adjusting
biases and weights, which the TensorFlow library internally
performs during the model training in the previous steps.

In the initial tests of the first experimental models, the following
results were obtained:

As shown in Figure 6, for month 50, the results obtained were
not realistic compared to the behavior of our data. Therefore, we
discarded that option as the final model. To calibrate the model
for better results, we decided to change the number of neurons
used, so we opted to use 64 nodes. The predictions also improved
as the model improved, as it exhibited similar behavior to the data
feeding into the model. However, as the month moved further
from the data, the prediction dropped to zero. Therefore, this
option was also discarded.

For the final model, it was chosen to have one input layer, one
hidden layer, and one output layer, each consisting of 20 densely
connected nodes with a Rectified Linear Unit (RELU) activation
function.

The RELU function takes an input value x and returns the
maximum value between x and zero. Mathematically, it can be
defined as f(x) = max(0, x). The RELU function returns the same
input value when the input is positive. For example, if x= 2, then
f(x)= 2. This means that there is no change for positive values.

When the input is negative, the RELU function returns zero. For
example, if x = −2, then f(x)= 0. This means that any negative value
is turned into zero. The RELU function is known for its ability to
introduce non-linearities in neural networks. Applying RELU as
an activation function in a neural network allows the network to

Figure 4
Dashboard showing employees and their staff turnover

Figure 5
Assignment to variables the columns time and staff turnover

Figure 6
Prediction month 90 first model
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learn non-linear relationships and capture complex patterns in the
data. In addition to its simplicity and computational efficiency,
RELU addresses the issue of vanishing gradients that can occur in
other activation functions like the sigmoid function. This means
that RELU helps prevent training problems in deep neural
networks by facilitating the flow of gradients during the
backpropagation process.

The prediction of month 90with the result 9.180946 corresponds
to the results of the first model where the SVMs algorithm was
generated, one of the discarded algorithms. When generating the
new model (OLS) with 50 months, the prediction was 2.82727253,
and using 90 months, the result was 5.8385496. As we can see, it
now closely resembles the behavior in our input data, leading to the
decision to adjust. Additionally, the use of the RELU activation
function significantly improved the accuracy of the data prediction.

Lastly, the model is saved under “staff_turnover.h5". The Keras
model is also converted to a TensorFlow format, typically saved as
JSON. It is also instructed to create a folder named “output_folder”.

Finally, in Figure 7, the analytics dashboard, the predictions for
the model can be generated by simply clicking on the calendar icon,
selecting a specific date, and then clicking on the “Prediction” button.
This action will give us the predicted number of rotations for the
selected date. The system utilizes the data and information from the
trained model to perform these predictions accurately. This feature
allows the user to conveniently access and use the predictive
capabilities of the AI model for workforce rotation forecasting.
It simplifies obtaining valuable insights about future employee
turnover, empowering human resources personnel and decision-
makers with helpful information to address workforce management
and talent retention strategies. Moreover, the interface is designed
to be user-friendly, ensuring that users with varying technical
expertise can effortlessly use this predictive functionality,
enhancing the system’s overall usability and practicality.

5. Conclusion

The turnover of personnel in the industry can be influenced by
various factors beyond trends in the unemployment rate, the
economically active population, and underemployment.

As the labor market strengthens and more jobs are created,
workers may have more options and seek opportunities that better
align with their needs and aspirations. This can result in higher
turnover rates. Another possible cause is that workers may seek
jobs that offer higher wages or better benefits, leading to personnel
turnover in search of improved working conditions. Company
culture and working conditions can also influence personnel
turnover. Workers may switch jobs if companies do not provide a
favorable work environment, development opportunities, or
adequate recognition. Technological advancements and industry
changes may require new skills and knowledge. If workers are not
adequately trained or companies do not offer training opportunities,
there may be higher personnel turnover as individuals seek jobs
requiring in-demand skills.

These factors interact in complex ways and can vary in each
industrial and geographic context. Therefore, conducting a
comprehensive analysis to fully understand the specific causes of
personnel turnover in the industry is essential.

The issue of employment and employee turnover is a relevant
concern in Mexico and many other countries. High employee
turnover can significantly impact organizations, affecting their
productivity, efficiency, and financial outcomes. It is possible to
develop a system for predicting employee turnover rates using
data analysis and machine learning techniques. By identifying and
analyzing significant variables, it is feasible to build a predictive
model that estimates the risk of employee turnover at different
times. Taking a data-driven and analytical approach, companies
can make more informed decisions regarding addressing employee
turnover challenges. By identifying variables that influence
turnover and anticipating potential trends, organizations can
implement effective talent retention strategies and improve the
work environment, thus reducing turnover rates and enhancing
employee stability.
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